CRF150R/RB  offroad

CRF150R/RB
CRF150R -In keeping with the revolutionary CRF450R and CRF250R, Honda’s new CRF150R and CRF150R-Expert four-stroke motocross machines are destined to redefine the
small-displacement motocross category. The CRF150R’s powerful four-stroke 149cc liquid-cooled four-valve Unicam® engine produces impressive power across a wide rpm
range for easy-to-control operation. Its lightweight, compact, internal auto decompression and handlebar-mounted hot-start system provide easy starting, hot or cold. CRF150RB
- In keeping with the revolutionary CRF450R and CRF250R, Honda’s new CRF150R and CRF150R-Expert four-stroke motocross machines are destined to redefine the smalldisplacement motocross category. The CRF150RB’s powerful four-stroke 149cc liquid-cooled four-valve Unicam® engine produces impressive power across a wide rpm range
for easy-to-control operation. Its lightweight, compact, internal auto decompression and handlebar-mounted hot-start system provide easy starting, hot or cold.

Radiator Guards - CRF150R/RB 2008/2009
L08RG150R08

CRF150R Skid Plate 2008 - 2009
L08SP150R08

CRF150R Bash Plate 2008 - 2009
L08BA150R08

CRF racing radiator guards fits up to 2009 models.

Alloy MX/SX skid plate. Fits 2008 - 2009 models.
Made from 4mm 5083 H32 aluminium.

Alloy enduro bash plate. Fits 2008 - 2009 models.
Made from 4mm 5083 H32 aluminium.

Rr. Master Cyl. Cap 2004 - 2010
08F83KRN120A

Fr. Master Cyl. Cap 2004 - 2010
08F83KRN120

Fr. Brake Line Clamp 2004 - 2010
08P83KRN120A

Red alloy rear master cyclinder brake cap with engraved
HRC logo. This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010
CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X &
2007-2010 CRF150R/RB

Red alloy front master cyclinder brake cap with engraved
HRC logo. This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010
CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X &
2007-2010 CRF150R/RB

Red alloy front brake hose clamp with engraved HRC logo.
This will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X,
2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010
CRF150R/RB
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Engine Cvr Inspection Plugs 2004 - 2010
08F89KRN120A

RR Brake Adjuster Clevis
08F83KRN110B

Oil Filler Cap 2004 - 2010
08F89KRN120B

Red alloy engine cover inspection plugs (both RHS and LHS) with
engraved HRC logo. These will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 20042010 CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R & 2005-2010 CRF450X.

Red alloy rear brake clevis with engraved HRC logo.
This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X,
2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010
CRF150R/RB

Red alloy oil filler cap with engraved HRC logo. This cap will
fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010
CRF450X & 2007-2010 CRF150R/RB

CRF230L  Offroad

CRF230L
Remember when there were lots of small, fun street bikes to choose from? We do, and that’s why we’re introducing the new CRF230L. Thanks to its modest size and
weight, the CRF230L is able to fulfill an amazing variety of roles for beginning motorcyclists through to seasoned riding veterans. With a 223cc air-cooled engine
including a two-valve head and a compression ratio of 9.0:1, the net result is a wide power-band that offers plenty of grunt while remaining user-friendly.

REAR CARRIER
08L42KFB000A

KNUCKLE GUARDS
08P70KFB000

Rear carrier provides a convenient area to secure small loads
on your CRF230L (3kg capacity).

Designed to fit your CRF230L perfectly, these knuckle guards
assist in the protection from road and trail debris.

CRF250R  offroad

CRF250R
Boasting an all-new, more powerful, more compact engine with Programmed Fuel Injection (PGM-FI) combined with an all-new Twin Spar Aluminium Frame featuring the
Honda Progressive Steering Damper (HPSD), the 2010 CRF250R continues Honda’s long-standing position of class dominance. This latest CRF250R sets a higher
benchmark for impressive power and class-leading handling all rolled into one competition-ready package

Radiator Guards
L08RG250R08

CRF250R Skid Plate 2004- 2009
L08SP250XR08

CRF250R Bash Plate 2004- 2009
L08BA250XR08

CRF racing radiator guards fits up to 2009 models.

Alloy MX/SX skid plate. Fits 2004 - 2009 models.
Made from 4mm 5083 H32 aluminium.

Alloy enduro bash plate. Fits 2004 - 2009 models.
Made from 4mm 5083 H32 aluminium.

CRF250R Case Saver 2004 - 2009
L08CS250XR08

CRF250R Case Saver 2004-2009
L08CS250XR08SC

MORIWAKI Exhaust - Titanium
01810111D500

Billet 5083 H32 aluminium case saver.

Billet 5083 H32 aluminium case saver with front sprocket cover.

FIM spec full exhaust system - Titanium 2007-8 model.
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MORIWAKI Exhaust - Stainless Steel
01810101D500

WOODSTOCK THOR HONDA KIT
L08GK250R09

Rr. Master Cyl. Cap 2004 - 2010
08F83KRN120A

FIM spec full exhaust system - Stainless steel 2007-8 model.

These kits are made by one industries and includes radiator
graphic, front fender decals, rear fender decals, fork guard
decals, swing arm decals, airbox decals, backgrounds and
seat cover. Graphic kits do not include race numbers.

Red alloy rear master cyclinder brake cap with engraved
HRC logo. This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010
CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X &
2007-2010 CRF150R/RB

Fr. Master Cyl. Cap 2004 - 2010
08F83KRN120

Fr. Brake Line Clamp 2004 - 2010
08P83KRN120A

Oil Level Guage 2010 Only
08F89KRN110C

Red alloy front master cyclinder brake cap with engraved
HRC logo. This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010
CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X &
2007-2010 CRF150R/RB

Red alloy front brake hose clamp with engraved HRC logo.
This will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X,
2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010
CRF150R/RB

Red alloy dipstip oil filler plug. Only fits 2010 CRF250R.

Engine Cvr Inspection Plugs 2004 - 2010
08F89KRN120A

Rr. Wheel Spacer Set 2004 - 2010
08W45KRN120B

RR Brake Adjuster Clevis
08F83KRN110B

Red alloy engine cover inspection plugs (both RHS and LHS) with
engraved HRC logo. These will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 20042010 CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R & 2005-2010 CRF450X.

Red alloy rear wheel spacer set. These will fit 2004 -2010
CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R &
2005-2010 CRF450X.

Red alloy rear brake clevis with engraved HRC logo.
This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X,
2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010
CRF150R/RB

FR. Wheel Spacer Kit (RH/LH)
08W45KRN120A

Oversized Handlebar Holder Kit
08U72KRN110

RR. Master Cylinder Guard
08P55KRN100

Red alloy front wheel spacer set. These will fit 2004 -2010
CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF450R

Red Alloy with engracved HRC logo to fit oversize “Fat” bars.
Will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X, 20042010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010

Alloy rear brake master cyclinder guard. Embossed with HRC
logo. Fits 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF450R.
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HRC Skid Plate
08P51KRN100

Aluminium Throttle Tube
08U77KRN010A

Quick Adjust Axle Block - 2010 Only
08W47KRN120A

Alloy skid plate with HRC laser embossed into plate.
Fits only CRF250RA 2010model.

Alloy throttle tube to replace standard pastic unit.

Red alloy rear axle quick adjust blocks. These will fit only 2010
CRF250R & 2009 - 2010 CRF450R.

Oil Filler Cap 2004 - 2010
08F89KRN120B

HRC Setting Tool 2010
38880N1C770

CD Rom CRF250RA
38771N1D670

Red alloy oil filler cap with engraved HRC logo. This cap will
fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010
CRF450X & 2007-2010 CRF150R/RB

Includes 38882-N1C-770.

Required to do 2010 CRF250R.

Cluch Cover
08F48KRN100B

Titanium/Carbon Full Exhaust System
08F88KRN001

HRC Magnesium ACG Cover
08F48KRN100A

This aluminum Clutch Cover employs a three-dimensional,
curved surface to create a compact feel. A tough, white coating
makes it easier to remove scratches or wipe away stains. Red
Honda logo.

While the standard CRF-R exhaust systems use stainless steel
and aluminum construction, this exhaust system incorporates
titanium for the exhaust pipe and the front of the silencer,
and carbon fiber for the silencer body. Total weight reduction
comes to 707 grams, cutting 227 grams from the exhaust pipe
area and 480 grams from the silencer. Features HRC logo.

Using magnesium as the material for this ACG Cover reduces
weight 190 grams compared to the standard-equipment
part. The white coloring and the red Honda logo add a factory
flourish. Fits only CRF250RA 2010 model.

HRC Triple Clamp Set
08U72KRN100B

Suits CRF250RA (2010).

CRF250X  offroad

CRF250X
Winning magazine shootouts as well as the hearts of serious off-road riders, the CRF250X offers a rare combination of light weight and tractable power in one of the
best handling packages in the off-road world. The incomparably fun and high-spirited CRF250X combines light weight, strong, versatile power and confidently
responsive handling in one of the finest dirt bikes to be found in the world of off-road riding. Hailed by magazines and serious off-road riders everywhere, the
remarkable CRF250X also features the easy dependability of push-button electric starting, enduro style lights to extend the fun after the sun goes down, and the strong,
flexible performance of a motocross champion that anybody can enjoy. For 2008, the Australian Design Rule (ADR) 250X features a host of unique new features
including TAG T2 Fat bars with Honda branded bar pad, TAG grips, front headlight shroud and Barkbuster handguards.

COOLING FAN SET
19000KSC000

Radiator Guards
L08RG250X08

CRF250X Skid Plate 2004–2009
L08SP250XR08

CRF racing radiator guards fits up to 2010 models.

Alloy MX/SX skid plate. Fits 2004 - 2010 models.
Made from 4mm 5083 H32 aluminium.

CRF250X Bash Plate 2004–2010
L08BA250XR08

CRF250X Case Saver 2004–2010
L08CS250XR08

CRF250X Case Saver 2004–2010
L08CS250XR08SC

Alloy enduro bash plate. Fits 2004 – 2010 models.
Made from 4mm 5083 H32 aluminium.

Billet 5083 H32 aluminium case saver.

Billet 5083 H32 aluminium case saver with front sprocket cover.
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Rr. Master Cyl. Cap 2004 - 2010
08F83KRN120A

Fr. Master Cyl. Cap 2004 - 2010
08F83KRN120

Fr. Brake Line Clamp 2004 - 2010
08P83KRN120A

Red alloy rear master cyclinder brake cap with engraved
HRC logo. This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010
CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X &
2007-2010 CRF150R/RB

Red alloy front master cyclinder brake cap with engraved
HRC logo. This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010
CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X &
2007-2010 CRF150R/RB

Red alloy front brake hose clamp with engraved HRC logo.
This will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X,
2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010
CRF150R/RB

Engine Cvr Inspection Plugs 2004 - 2010
08F89KRN120A

Rr. Wheel Spacer Set 2004 - 2010
08W45KRN120B

RR Brake Adjuster Clevis
08F83KRN110B

Red alloy engine cover inspection plugs (both RHS and LHS) with
engraved HRC logo. These will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 20042010 CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R & 2005-2010 CRF450X.

Red alloy rear wheel spacer set. These will fit 2004 -2010
CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R &
2005-2010 CRF450X.

Red alloy rear brake clevis with engraved HRC logo.
This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X,
2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010
CRF150R/RB

Oversized Handlebar Holder Kit
08U72KRN110

Red Alloy with engracved HRC logo to fit oversize “Fat” bars.
Will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X, 20042010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010

CRF450R  offroad

CRF450R
The CRF450R is a dominating presence in Supercross, motocross, desert, endurance, flat-track and Supermoto where it continues to bring even the toughest
competition to its knees. Relentlessly striving for more speed, more control, more reliability, more power and more performance, it combines these with light weight and
effortless maneU.V.erability. The best balance of front and rear tyres enables great acceleration performance. Its slim and light proportions feature finely-honed
aerodynamics for bullet-like aerial projection, and a low centre of gravity for easy control in the air. Inertia feel is minimized for a sensation of expert handling. Torque
feeling is maximized everywhere and overall performance is fast, slick and exhilarating. For 2010, to keep its riders out in front, small but effective changes to the
engine and suspension systems achieve even better balance and control. The CRF flag is still flying high where it belongs – at the pinnacle of motocross achievement!

Radiator Guards - 2008 Model
L08RG450R08

Radiator Guards - 2009 / 2010 Models
L08RG450R09

WOODSTOCK THOR HONDA KIT
L08GK450R09

CRF racing radiator guards fits up to 2008 models.

CRF racing radiator guards fits 2009-2010 model.

These kits are made by one industries and includes radiator
graphic, front fender decals, rear fender decals, fork guard
decals, swing arm decals, airbox decals, backgrounds and seat
cover. Graphic kits do not include race numbers.

CRF450R Skid Plate 2005 - 2008
L08SP450R08

CRF450R Bash Plate 2005 - 2008
L08BA450R08

CRF450R Skid Plate 2009/2010
L08SP450R09

Alloy MX/SX skid plate. Fits 2005 - 2008 models.
Made from 4mm 5083 H32 aluminium.

Alloy enduro bash plate. Fits 2005 - 2008 models.
Made from 4mm 5083 H32 aluminium.

Alloy MX/SX skid plate. Fits 2009/2010 model.
Made from 4mm 5083 H32 aluminium.
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CRF450R Bash Plate 2009/2010
L08BA450R09

CASE SAVER 05-09 EX. SPROCKET COV
L08CS450XR07

CRF450R Case Saver 2005 - 2007
L08CS450XR08SC

Alloy enduro bash plate. Fits 2009/2010 model.
Made from 4mm 5083 H32 aluminium.

Billet 5083 H32 aluminium case saver.

Billet 5083 H32 aluminium case saver with front sprocket cover.

CRF450R Case Saver 2009/2010
L08CS450R09

CRF450R Case Saver 2009/2010
L08CS450R09SC

HRC PGM-FI Harness Setting Tool
38880N1C670

Billet 5083 H32 aluminium case saver.

Billet 5083 H32 aluminium case saver with front sprocket cover.

Includes 38882-N1C-670.
(Sub harness to convert 2010 to 2009)

HRC PGM-FI CD Rom Disk
38771N1C670

HARNESS, BATT PGMFI
070MZMEN0100

SUB CORD,SERIAL- USB I/F
38882N1C670

(For 2009 model).

CD-ROM,PGM-FI/IGN
38771N1C770

UNIT ASSY,SERIAL- USB I/F
38880N1C770

SUB CORD,SERIAL- USB I/F
38882N1C770

CRF450R (2009-2010 model) CD-ROM.

CRF450R/250R I/F unit (with subcord for 2010 model).

(For 2010 Model).
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Moriwaki CRF450 2010 Full Titanium Ex
01810111E900

Rr. Master Cyl. Cap 2004 - 2010
08F83KRN120A

Fr. Master Cyl. Cap 2004 - 2010
08F83KRN120

Red alloy rear master cyclinder brake cap with engraved
HRC logo. This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010
CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X &
2007-2010 CRF150R/RB

Red alloy front master cyclinder brake cap with engraved
HRC logo. This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010
CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X &
2007-2010 CRF150R/RB

Fr. Brake Line Clamp 2004 - 2010
08P83KRN120A

Engine Cvr Inspection Plugs 2004 - 2010
08F89KRN120A

Rr. Wheel Spacer Set 2004 - 2010
08W45KRN120B

Red alloy front brake hose clamp with engraved HRC logo.
This will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X,
2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010
CRF150R/RB

Red alloy engine cover inspection plugs (both RHS and LHS) with
engraved HRC logo. These will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 20042010 CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R & 2005-2010 CRF450X.

Red alloy rear wheel spacer set. These will fit 2004 -2010
CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R &
2005-2010 CRF450X.

RR Brake Adjuster Clevis
08F83KRN110B

FR. Wheel Spacer Kit (RH/LH)
08W45KRN120A

Oversized Handlebar Holder Kit
08U72KRN110

Red alloy rear brake clevis with engraved HRC logo.
This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X,
2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010
CRF150R/RB

Red alloy front wheel spacer set. These will fit 2004 -2010
CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF450R

Red Alloy with engracved HRC logo to fit oversize “Fat” bars.
Will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X, 20042010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010

RR. Master Cylinder Guard
08P55KRN100

Quick Adjust Axle Block - 2010 Only
08W47KRN120A

Oil Filler Cap 2004 - 2010
08F89KRN120B

Alloy rear brake master cyclinder guard. Embossed with HRC
logo. Fits 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF450R.

Red alloy rear axle quick adjust blocks. These will fit only 2010
CRF250R & 2009 - 2010 CRF450R.

Red alloy oil filler cap with engraved HRC logo. This cap will
fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010
CRF450X & 2007-2010 CRF150R/RB
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HRC Triple Clamp Set
08U72KRN100B

Suits CRF450R9 (2009).

CRF450X  offroad

CRF450X
Closely based on the high-flying big-bore CRF450R, the enduro-focused CRF450X has been claiming victories in such off-road arenas as the 2008 Australian Safari and
world-renowned Baja 500 and Baja 1000 races multiple times. Featuring breathtaking power and a slim, easy-to-ride form, it takes off-road riding to exhilarating peaks
of fun and excitement. Its rugged, long-travel suspension systems are augmented by the Honda Progressive Steering Damper (HPSD), which eases control and
smoothes handling in cornering and over rugged terrain.

Radiator Guards
L08RG450X08

CRF450X Skid Plate 2005-2009
L08SP450X08

CRF450X Bash Plate 2005-2009
L08BA450X08

CRF racing radiator guards fits up to 2009 models.

Alloy MX/SX skid plate. Fits 2005 - 2009 models.
Made from 4mm 5083 H32 aluminium.

Alloy enduro bash plate. Fits 2005 - 2009 models.
Made from 4mm 5083 H32 aluminium.

CRF450X Case Saver 2005-2009 Excl Sprocket cover

L08CS450XR08

CRF450R Case Saver 2005-2007
L08CS450XR08SC

Rr. Master Cyl. Cap 2004 - 2010
08F83KRN120A

Billet 5083 H32 aluminium case saver.

Billet 5083 H32 aluminium case saver with front sprocket cover.

Red alloy rear master cyclinder brake cap with engraved
HRC logo. This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010
CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X &
2007-2010 CRF150R/RB
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Fr. Master Cyl. Cap 2004 - 2010
08F83KRN120

Fr. Brake Line Clamp 2004 - 2010
08P83KRN120A

Engine Cvr Inspection Plugs 2004 - 2010
08F89KRN120A

Red alloy front master cyclinder brake cap with engraved
HRC logo. This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010
CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X &
2007-2010 CRF150R/RB

Red alloy front brake hose clamp with engraved HRC logo.
This will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X,
2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010
CRF150R/RB

Red alloy engine cover inspection plugs (both RHS and LHS) with
engraved HRC logo. These will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 20042010 CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R & 2005-2010 CRF450X.

Rr. Wheel Spacer Set 2004 - 2010
08W45KRN120B

RR Brake Adjuster Clevis
08F83KRN110B

Oversized Handlebar Holder Kit
08U72KRN110

Red alloy rear wheel spacer set. These will fit 2004 -2010
CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X, 2004-2010 CRF450R &
2005-2010 CRF450X.

Red alloy rear brake clevis with engraved HRC logo.
This cap will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X,
2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010
CRF150R/RB

Red Alloy with engracved HRC logo to fit oversize “Fat” bars.
Will fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF250X, 20042010 CRF450R, 2005-2010 CRF450X & 2007-2010

Oil Filler Cap 2004 - 2010
08F89KRN120B

Red alloy oil filler cap with engraved HRC logo. This cap will
fit 2004 -2010 CRF250R, 2004-2010 CRF450R, 2005-2010
CRF450X & 2007-2010 CRF150R/RB

XL700V  offroad

XL700V
Honda’s latest release of the XL700V Transalp has been reworked to appeal more than ever to those customers looking for a versatile motorcycle with all-round
capabilities. The ’08 version available from Dealers nationally now offers revised Alps-inspired good looks, as well as a lighter more powerful new 680cc liquid-cooled,
fuel-injected 8-valve V-twin engine that delivers smooth, strong performance. Additional features include a more compact stylish instrument panel and front cowl with
over/under dual headlight. The motorcycle also sports a new catalyser chamber located below the swing-arm pivot for low centre-of-gravity, a slimmer, more contoured
seat for easier reach, a rear carrier with pillion hand grips and more.

Quartet harness
08A30MFF801

AVERTO alarm kit
08E55MFF800D

Low seat
08F82MFF800

Sub harness needed to be able to connect following
accessories: Grip heater kit or 12V DC socket, fog light
controler (check fog lamp applications below), MC navi kit.

Compact alarm unit with siren with backup battery and
movement detector. Low consumption sleep mode to protect
the battery from drain. Easy and reliable installation by means
of connectors and pre-wiring. (included). Unscannable randomencrypted remote control radio signal. For non ABS type.

2cm lower than factory standard.

29L pannier kit
08L52MFF800A

29L pannier decoration panel set
08F84MBT800A

29L pannier colour panel set
08F84MER8S0

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
29-litre panniers. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys included
in the pannier set. Can be combined with pannier decoration or
colour panel set. Stay set 08L41 MFF 800 included. Additional
lock Honda locking barrel and 2 x keys included.

Brushed alu look pannier lid panels.

Barley yellow metallic.
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29L pannier colour panel set
08F84MER8V0

29L pannier colour panel set
08F84MER8W0

Meter panel - Brushed Alloy look
08F86MFF800

Carnellian red metallic.

Moody blue metallic.

A tailor made brushed alu look meter panel.

45L Top box - Brushed Alloy
08L55MFF800A

45L Top Box
08L55MFF811

45L Top Box
08L55MFF831

45L locking and quick detachable top box can store 2 FF helmets and
more. The top box lid comes with a set of brushed alu look panels to give
it a more rugged off road look. The panels matches the meter panel, tank
protection cover, 29L pannier deco panels and side fairing accents. Top
box bracket 08Z51 MFF 800 included. Honda Locking system.

A capacious 45 litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt on
carrier and features a locking quick detach mounting system.
Top box lid produced in matching colour. Y-199M barley yellow
metallic. Pillion backrest and top box mat included. Top box
bracket 08Z51 MFF 800 included. Honda locking system.

A capacious 45 litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt on
carrier and features a locking quick detach mounting system.
Top box lid produced in matching colour. R-296M carnelian red
metallic. Pillion backrest and top box mat included. Top box
bracket 08Z51 MFF 800 included. Honda locking system.

45L Top Box
08L55MFF841

Deluxe Pannier Inner Bag Set
08L56MCW801

Deluxe Top Box Inner Bag Set
08L56MCWA00

A capacious 45 litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt on
carrier and features a locking quick detach mounting system.
Top box lid produced in matching colour. PB-296M moody blue
metallic. Pillion backrest and top box mat included. Top box
bracket 08Z51 MFF 800 included. Honda locking system.

Set of 2, strong light gray nylon fabric, pannier inner bags that
protect their contents while offering handy straps for carrying
ease. 16 litre capacity each, front pocket included. Black
embroyded Honda wing logo on front pocket.

Light gray nylon. Black zippers. Expands from 21 litre to
33 litre capacity. Handy front pocket can store a A4 file.
Black embroyded Honda wing logo on front pocket. Comes
with adjustable black shoulder belt and black carrying
handle. Fits in both MBT & MCW top box.

Top box Inner bag
08L56MY5800

Cargo net
08L63KAZ011

Mainstand
08M50MFF800

Black nylon. Expands from 21 litre to 33 litre capacity. Handy
front pocket can store a A4 file. Silver Honda wing screen print
logo on front pocket. Comes with adjustable shoulder belt and
carrying handle. Fits in both MBT & MCW top box.

Holds luggage to RR carrier/pillion seat. Black.

A conventional centrestand that provides more secure parking
on variable ground surfaces while facilitating rear wheel
maintenance.
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U Lock 120/340
08M53KAZ800

U-Lock fitting kit
08M53MFF800

Top box mat set
08P11MCW800

A tamper resistant barrel key U-lock designed to be easily
carried in the receptacle under the seat. To be combined with
U-lock fitting kit 08M53 MFF 800.

Fitting kit to ensure a secure and rattle free U-lock storage.

Black polyurethan mat to be installed in the 08L55 MFF 800A
top box. The mat will surface the bottom of the box.

Outdoor cycle cover
08P34MCH000

Pannier cover set
08P34MCW800A

Top box cover
08P34MCW800B

Protects paintwork against U.V. rays. Water resistant,
manufactured from breathable fabric which allow the vehicle
to dry covered. Rope to tighten the cover under part to avoid
fluttering which might damage the paintwork.

A set of luxury L&R pannier indoor covers with a classy design
that protects the panniers unattched from the unit. Featuring
the “Honda wing” logo.

A luxury 45 litre top box indoor cover with a classy design
that protects the top box unattached from the unit.
Featuring the “Honda” logo.

Top box pad
08P60KRJ800A

Top box pillion pad (top)
08P60MBT800

Tank protection cover
08P61MFF800

Additional pillion backrest pad on top box lower enhances
superior comfort. For coloured top box only.

Upper large backrest for pillion. For 08L55 MFF 800A top box only.

A tailor made brushed alu look tank protector.

Side fairing scuff guard set
08P61MFF800A

Protective film
08P73KBV800

Windscreen - 170mm Higher
08R80MFF800

A tailor made brushed alu look fairing accent set.

A4 size, protects paintwork against scratches. Self adhesive,
may be cut to suit.

PC, 170mm higher as standard. Deflectors included to improve
the overal protection. WVTA (Whole Vehicle Type Approval) cleared.
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Pillion arm rest set
08U91MBT800

Double switch bracket kit
08V31MFF800A

Front fog light kit
08V31MFF800

A set of 2 black polyurethane armrests installed on the RH & LH
side of the top box lid for even more pillion comfort.

Bracket to apply the combination of FR & RR fog lights
switches on steering handle.

Nicely integrated and adjustable pair of H8, 35W fog lights. To
be combined with fog light controller. Single switch bracket
included. Has to be combined with the quartet harness 08A30
MFF 800. WVTA cleared.

Rear fog light kit
08V35MFF800

Fog light controller
08V38MEW800

12V Socket
08V70MFF800A

High bright LED 0,75A. To be combined with fog light controller.
Single switch bracket included. Has to be combined with the
quartet harness 08A30 MFF 800.

Fog light power supply regulator. Only 1 required for
FR and/or RR fog lights.

DC electrical socket provides power to operate additional
electronic equipment and mounts inconspicuously in the upper
right fairing compartment. Has to be combined with the quartet
harness 08A30 MFF 800. Not applicable on ABS type..

Grip heater kit - 360degree
08T50MFF802

Grip heater kit - 180degree
08T50MFF802A

Honda bond A
087120001

Patented 360° heat adjustable grip heater. Integrated circuit
automatically protects the battery from drain. Has to be
combined with the quartet harness 08A30 MFF 800.

Patented 180° heat adjustable grip heater. Integrated circuit
automatically protects the battery from drain. Has to be
combined with the quartet harness 08A30 MFF 800.

Special heat resistant glue for heated grips.
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XL1000V
“Got dreams of travelling to distant lands, but interested in the sights to be seen off the beaten path? Welcome to the exciting world of the Varadero, a big Adventure Tourer
that’s specially built to go wherever your dreams lead you. Featuring large, comfortable proportions and the excellent wind protection of its wide-coverage fairing, the
Varadero covers distances long and short with refreshing ease. Its impressive V-twin engine and nimble chassis fly across wide expanses and charge impressively up
mountain passes with power to spare. Equipped for journeys big and small, the rugged, go-anywhere Varadero makes a perfect companion for all your riding adventures.

Quartet harness
08A30MBT800

AVERTO alarm kit
08E55MBT800C

29L pannier decoration panel set
08F84MBT800A

Sub harness needed to be able to connect following
accessories: Grip heater kit or 12V DC socket, RR fog lights
(check fog lamp applications below), MC navi kit.

Compact alarm unit with siren with backup battery and
movement detector. Low consumption sleep mode to
protect the battery from drain. Easy and reliable installation
by means of connectors and pre-wiring. (included)
Unscannable random-encrypted remote control radio signal.

Brushed alu look pannier lid panels.

29L Pannier Colour Panel Set
08F84MER8H0

29L Pannier Colour Panel Set
08F84MER8X0

Meter panel - Brushed Aluminium
08F86MBT800A

NH-A65P pearl concours black

YR-290M eclipse orange metallic

A tailor made brushed alu look meter panel. This piece has a
3D shape and surrounds the clocks to give the bike a more
stylish look. Matches the tank protection cover, pannier deco
panels, side fairing accents, top box pannels, 29L pannier
panels, 33L scuff pad sets.
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Handle bar bridge
08F71MCB801

29L pannier kit
08L52MBT800B

35L Pannier Set
08L52MBT870A

Aluminium bolt on bridge. Handle bar pocket 08L56 KW3 800
can be installed on handle bar bridge.

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
29-litre panniers. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys included
in the pannier set. Can be combined with pannier decoration
panel set. (08F84 MBT 800). Stay set 08L51 MBT 800C
included. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys included.

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
35 litre panniers produced in matching colour. Each pannier
can contain 1 full face helmet. NH-A65P Pearl concours black.
Stay set 08L51 MBT 800C included. Additional lock barrel and
2 x keys included.

35L Pannier Set
08L52MBT890A

45L Top Box
08L55MBT800B

45L Top Box
08L55MBT820A

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
35 litre panniers produced in matching colour. Each pannier
can contain 1 full face helmet. YR-290M eclipse orange
metallic. Stay set 08L51 MBT 800C included. Additional lock
barrel and 2 x keys included.

A 45-litre top box with a set of brushed alu look panels. Top
box bracket 08Z51 MBT 800B included

A capacious 45 litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt on
carrier and features a locking quick detach mounting system.
Top box lid produced in matching colour. NH-A65P pearl
concours black. Pillion backrest and top box mat included.
Top box bracket 08Z51 MBT 800B included.

45L Top Box
08L55MBT840A

Deluxe Pannier Inner Bag Set
08L56MCW801

Top box Inner bag DELUXE finish
08L56MCWA00

A capacious 45 litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt on
carrier and features a locking quick detach mounting system.
Top box lid produced in matching colour. YR-290M Eclipse
orange metallic. Pillion backrest and top box mat included. Top
box bracket 08Z51 MBT 800B included.

Set of 2, strong light gray nylon fabric, pannier inner bags that
protect their contents while offering handy straps for carrying
ease. 16 litre capacity each, front pocket included. Black
embroyded Honda wing logo on front pocket.

Light gray nylon. Black zippers. Expands from 21 litre to
33 litre capacity. Handy front pocket can store a A4 file.
Black embroyded Honda wing logo on front pocket.
Comes with adjustable black shoulder belt and black carrying
handle. Fits in both MBT & MCW top box.

Top box Inner bag
08L56MY5800

Cargo net
08L63KAZ011

Mainstand
08M50MBT801A

Black nylon. Expands from 21 litre to 33 litre capacity. Handy
front pocket can store a A4 file. Silver Honda wing screen print
logo on front pocket. Comes with adjustable shoulder belt and
carrying handle. Fits in both MBT & MCW top box.

Holds luggage to RR carrier/pillion seat. Black.

A conventional centrestand that provides more secure
parking on variable ground surfaces while facilitating rear
wheel maintenance. Mainstand is retro applicable on all
previous models.
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U Lock 120/340
08M53KAZ800

U Lock 105/245
08M53MBB800

Top box mat set
08P11MCW800

A tamper resistant barrel key U-lock designed to be easily
carried in the receptacle under the seat.

A tamper resistant barrel key U-lock designed to be easily
carried in the receptacle under the seat.

Black polyurethan mat to be installed in the 08L55 MBT 800B
top box. The mat will surface the bottom of the box.

Outdoor cycle cover
08P34MCH000

Pannier cover set
08P34MCW800A

Top box cover
08P34MCW800B

Protects paintwork against U.V. rays. Water resistant,
manufactured from breathable fabric which allow the vehicle
to dry covered. Rope to tighten the cover under part to avoid
fluttering which might damage the paintwork.

A set of luxury L & R pannier indoor covers with a classy
design that protects the 33L panniers unattched from the unit.
Featuring the “Honda wing” logo.

A luxury 45 litre top box indoor cover with a classy design that
protects the top box unattached from the unit. Featuring the
“Honda” logo.

Side fairing accent set
08P55MBT800

Top box pad
08P60KRJ800A

Top box pillion pad (top)
08P60MBT800

A brushed alu look fairing accent set install in minutes and
mount directly to the existing fairing body. Matches the meter
panel, tank protection cover, top box panels, 29L pannier deco
panels or 33L pannier scuff pad sets and unit skid plate.

Additional pillion backrest pad on top box lower enhances
superior comfort. For coloured top box only.

Upper large backrest for pillion. For 08L55 MBT 800B top box only.

Top box pillion pad (low)
08P60MBT800A

Tank protection cover
08P61MBT800

Pannier scuff pad set A
08P69MBT800A

Lower backrest for pillion. For 08L55 MBT 800B top box only.

A brushed alu look tank protector helps to protect the tank
from scratches. The alu look matches the meter panel.
(08F86 MBT 800)

A set brushed alu pannier scuff pads for impeccable protection
of the painted pannier lid front upper corners. Matches the
scuff pad B, meter panel, tank protection cover, side fairing
accents and unit skid plate.
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Pannier scuff pad set B
08P69MBT800B

Protective film
08P73KBV800

Pillion arm rest set
08U91MBT800

A set brushed alu pannier scuff pads for impeccable protection
of the painted pannier lid lower part. Matches the scuff pad
A, meter panel, tank protection cover, side fairing accents and
unit skid plate

A4 size, protects paintwork against scratches.
Self adhesive, may be cut to suit.

A set of 2 black polyurethane armrests installed on the
RH & LH side of the top box lid for even more pillion comfort.”

Rear Fog Light Kit
08V35MBT800

Fog light controller
08V38MEW800

12V Socket requires 08A30 MBT 800
08V70MCS800

High bright LED 0,75A. To be combined with fog light controller.
Single switch bracket included. Has to be combined with the
quartet harness 08A30 MBT 800.

Fog light power supply regulator. Only 1 required for
FR and/or RR fog lights.

DC electrical socket provides power to operate additional
electronic equipment and mounts inconspicuously in the
upper right fairing compartment. Has to be combined with
the quartet harness 08A30 MBT 800.

Grip heater kit requires 08A30 MBT 800
08T50MBT800A

Honda bond A
087120001

Patented heat adjustable grip heater. Integrated circuit
automatically protects the battery from drain. Has to be
combined with the quartet harness 08A30 MBT 800.

Special heat resistant glue for heated grips.

